
 

WHOLESALE POLICIES 

In order to keep your ordering experience smooth and efficient, please make yourself familiar 
with our policies. 

Please reach out with any questions.  
hello@mimiandlu.com 

ORDERS Let’s get those gems in your hands! 
To open an account with Mimi & Lu please email hello@mimiandlu.com for a link to register for 
an account. Mimi & Lu has a $500 opening order minimum and NO reorder minimum. Your 
jewelry will sell through quickly if your jewelry display is full, so we encourage you to refill as 
you sell. Lead time is approx 2-4 weeks and depends on time of year and size of order. Re-orders 
often ship much quicker and special orders ship within days. Please let us know when placing 
your PO if you have a request for expedited production and we can try to work within your time-
line. 

PAYMENTS Coffee, confetti and candy accepted. (Don’t tell our accountant.) 
Unless otherwise agreed upon, all accounts must have a valid and current credit card on file for a 
PO to be filled. If you have specific requests regarding payment, use of a specific card or ship-
ping notification, please indicate upon placing purchase order. Remember our jewelry is custom 
made to order to match your specific requests. Credit cards may be charged as early as when 
jewelry is put into production, which can be 7-10 business days prior to ship date. Contact us 
with questions.  

SHIPPING Good things come in small packages… 
Mimi & Lu ships to our wholesale accounts via UPS ground, unless otherwise agreed upon. For 
small special orders of a single to a few pieces we will ship USPS first class or priority mail if 
noted on your account. Contact us, if you would like to have this noted on your account or aren’t 
sure if you already do. 

PURCHASE ORDERS Information is golden… 
There are no purchase order cancellations or returns on jewelry permitted. 
We prioritize our production line to accommodate your delivery request and ask that orders be 
taken within the window requested. If you foresee an extension on delivery will be necessary, 
please contact us as soon as possible so we can provide approval and re-prioritize our pro-
duction line.  Keeping us informed assists us in keeping all accounts receiving orders in a timely 
manner.  
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REPAIRS Yes, we repair our jewelry!  
For purchases within the last 90 days 
Repairs due to manufacturer defect are free of charge.  Damage from tangles, pulls or if the dam-
age is excessive or clearly from mis-use. This is often something we can clearly identify by ex-
amining the  chain links, which would show as stretched or elongated, indicating necklace was 
pulled, overly tangled etc).  
(Jewelry that has been deemed to have been in store for over 6 months, will be subject to 
the repair fees below.)  Please contact us if you have questions about whether the repair is cov-
ered and remember to check all jewelry for defects when you receive it, including back stock.  

For purchases after 90 days: 

All repairs must have a RA# issued by Mimi & Lu. Please visit our website mimiandlu.com and 
find the link to the REPAIR form in the CONTACT section. 

$6 for reattachment. Includes shipping. (i.e. chain slips from jump ring or clasp.) 
$12-$15 for items that need replacement pieces or re-constructed. Includes shipping. 

To avoid wear and tear in-store, we encourage periodic cleaning of jewelry and displaying in 
ways where tangling or damage is less likely.  

GENERAL JEWELRY INFORMATION All that glitters is gold (& silver & rose gold, and…) 
Imagine Necklaces 
Our Imagine Necklaces (Initials) will now be shipped in an 18” length. If you prefer 16” (which 
is what many accounts have been receiving) please be sure to specify on your PO or special or-
ders.  

Rings 
We do accept ring orders with sizes to the half size on most rings. Please remember our jewelry 
is handmade and can fluctuate slightly by a quarter of a size. Almost any ring can be ordered in a 
‘small’, ‘medium’ or ‘large’ and some rings are only available in these generalized sizes. (A 
small will be between a 4-6, a medium between a 6-8 and a large between a 8-10). The rings only 
available in Sm, Med, Lg are so because they are either too difficult to size to an exact measure-
ment or they are somewhat adjustable and the size may change after being tried on by people 
with different sized fingers. 
If you are unsure about what size to get we recommend ordering ‘mediums’ and letting us make 
a variety of most popular sizes for you (between 6-8). Any ring left unspecified will come in the 
medium range.  

Custom  
We love to customize for your customers! Reference the style name when asking for customiza-
tion so we are confident your customer will receive the correct jewelry piece. 
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Example #1: 
Asking for a “BAR” Necklace 

‘Words to Live by’ bar necklace versus ‘Be Beautiful’ bar necklace 
The difference: 
‘Words to Live by’ style is smooth, word centered and not darkened letters.  
‘Be Beautiful’ style is textured with word to the right (when looking at the necklace) and letters 
darkened. This one may also be made a bracelet. 

LINESHEET 
We primarily distribute line sheets digitally. Please email us for the link.  

Cheers to a playfully chic day! 

info: hello@mimiandlu.com
orders: orders@mimiandlu.com

(323) 364-6458 
www.mimiandlu.com
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